ABSTRACT. A conceptually simple coding method may be described as follows. The source sequence is parsed into xed length blocks and a list of these blocks is placed in a dictionary. In the lossless case, the dictionary is transmitted and each successive block is encoded by giving its dictionary location. In the lossy case, the smallest collection of blocks such that every member of the dictionary is within distortion of the collection is determined, this codebook is transmitted, and each successive block is encoded by giving its codebook location. We show that by optimizing on the block length, this method is universal, that is, for any ergodic process it achieves entropy in the limit in the lossless case and the rate-distortion function R( ) in the lossy case.
Introduction
Since universal codes were discovered, a number of coding algorithms have been proposed and shown to be universal, that is, for ergodic sources, code rate approaches entropy-rate in the lossless case (or the rate-distortion function in the lossy case) as the length of the source sequence increases. (See 7] for a survey.) The goals of such work include nding universal codes that minimize quantities such as redundancy, complexity, and block length. On the other hand, it is also of interest to learn how conceptually simple a code can be and still have the universality property. It is in this spirit that we describe a new, very simplistic, universal coding scheme.
Our code is based on the dictionary coding concept. We rst describe the lossless case. A source sequence of length n is parsed into blocks of a given length, say k, and a list of the distinct k-blocks, called the dictionary, is formed. The dictionary is encoded into a binary string and successive source k-blocks are encoded by giving their locations in the dictionary. The ordering of the dictionary is immaterial and we use a xed length encoding of dictionary locations. A su x to specify the nal block if k does not divide n is also needed, as well as a pre x to specify dictionary size. Universality is attained by trying all the block lengths and using the one which produces the shortest code length, along with a header to specify this block length. It came as a surprise to us that such a simple idea could produce a universal code.
In summary, our code uses the block length k that produces the shortest k-block code, where the k-block code parses the source n-sequence into kblocks, transmits the dictionary of the distinct k-blocks, and then encodes successive source k-blocks by giving their dictionary locations. For each k n, let L k;n be the length of the k-block code. The nal code selects a value k for which L k;n is least, transmits this value, then transmits the k -block code. Let L n be the length of the resulting code. A more careful description will be given in the next section, but this is enough to state our principal lossless result.
Theorem 1
For any stationary, ergodic source with alphabet A and entropy H, the encoding rate L n =n converges to entropy H in both expected value and almost surely as n ! 1.
1
To sketch the basic ideas of our proof, rst note that it takes at most 1 + log n = o(n) bits to transmit the value of k , so nal code length satis es L n = min k n L k;n + o(n): (1) For n large relative to k, the encoding of the dictionary size and the nal block make a negligible contribution to code length, so that ignoring these and the nal term in (1), as well as the necessity of rounding up logarithms to integers, the rate R k;n = L k;n =n of the k-code can be expressed in the form R k;n = dictionary rate + index rate = jD k j k n log jAj + 1 k log jD k j; for a given source alphabet A, since it takes k log jAj bits to encode each member of the dictionary D k and log jD k j bits to describe the location of each of the n=k source k-blocks in D k , where the base 2 logarithm is used and j j indicates set cardinality.
There is a tension between the dictionary rate and the index rate. The dictionary rate is small for small values of k, but in this case, the index rate is large. On the other hand, when k is large there are few words so the index rate is small, while the dictionary rate is large since long words take many bits to describe. The entropy theorem (AEP), however, implies that when k is large enough the k-block probability distribution is mostly concentrated on a set of size at most 2 k(H+ =2) , and hence the dictionary rate is small for n 2 k(H+ ) . On the other hand, for n 2 k(H+2 ) the index rate is close to H. The details of this argument are given in Section 2.
Remark 1
The dictionary coding scheme given in 9] orders the dictionary in terms of frequency of occurrence and uses a variable-length code to specify locations, obtaining universality by letting k grow slowly with source sequence length. In our case no special ordering is needed and blocks are coded with a xedlength code. Note also that our code does not exploit frequencies of any kind, unlike Lynch-Davisson type codes 6, 1, 2] or the code of 9]. The \price" paid for the simplicity of our code is that k must be large enough that the AEP applies, whereas in the Lynch-Davisson type codes, for example, k need only be large enough that (log k)=k is small and k-th order entropy is close to entropy-rate. Like our method, Lempel-Ziv coding does not exploit frequencies; however, it should not be considered as simplistic. On the other hand, Willems 11 ] describes a universal code that merely encodes the time until the most recent occurrence of the present k-tuple, up to some limit, which, though it leaves unspeci ed how k is to grow, is certainly in the same simple-minded spirit as the code presented here. A related, but somewhat more complicated, coding procedure is described in 3].
Our lossy code is also based on trying all k-block codes and choosing the best. The k-block lossy code begins as in the lossless case by parsing the source sequence into k-blocks and forming a dictionary of the distinct words that appear. Now, however, it replaces the dictionary by a codebook consisting of k-sequences such that every dictionary member is within a target distortion of some member of the codebook, and such that it is the smallest set with this property. The codebook is then encoded into a binary string and successive source k-blocks are encoded by giving the index, i. e., location, of the rst word in the codebook that is within of the source block. As in the lossless case, a su x to specify the nal block if k does not divide n is also needed, as well as a pre x to specify codebook size.)
As in the lossless case, universality is attained by trying all block lengths and using the one that produces the shortest code length, along with a header to specify this block length. Let L n ( ) be the length of the resulting code. The following theorem will be proved in Section 3.
Theorem 2
For any stationary, ergodic source with alphabet A and rate-distortion function R( ) relative to a per-letter distortion measure, and for any > 0, the encoding rate L n ( )=n converges to R( ) in expected value and almost surely as n ! 1. Remark 2 Several lossy codes have been shown to be universal. The rst was Ziv's xed-rate method, 12], which is like our method except that a target rate R is speci ed and one searches for the codebook of size 2 kR that yields least average distortion for the given sequence. Another xed-rate method is described in 5, 8] . A lossy code similar to ours is described in 9], but it orders the codebook in a special way and uses a variable-length code to specify locations. We should note, however, that while our code is conceptually simple, our block length needs to be much larger than it does in 9].
2 Proof of the lossless theorem.
Throughout the remainder of the paper, A denotes a nite source alphabet and, for s t, x t s denotes the sequence x s ; x s+1 ; : : : ; x t , where each x j 2 A. Also, B c will denote the complement and I B the indicator function of a set B.
We begin with a precise description of our code. Fix n and k n and parse x n 1 into successive blocks, x n 1 = w(1)w (2) The k-block coding of x n 1 is the concatenation I of four binary sequences determined as follows. The rst factor is a binary encoding of jD k j using dlog(n=k)e bits. The second factor encodes the kdictionary itself as
where G is a one-to-one mapping from jAj k to f0; 1g dk log jAje . The third factor encodes the m successive k-blocks of x n 1 by the binary representations of their locations in D k , say,
where (i) denotes the index of w(i) in the dictionary D k , i. e., (i) = j, when w(i) = d(j); and g is some one-to-one function from f1; 2; : : : ; jD k jg into f0; 1g dlog jD k je : Finally, the last factor is a binary representation of the nal block w(m + 1).
The resulting encoding of x n 1 will be called the k-block encoding of x n 1 . Let L k;n be the total length of the k-block encoding of x n 1 , that is, the length of I . Our nal code selects the least integer k n for which L k ;n = min k n L k;n 4 transmits the value of k using dlog ne bits, then transmits the k -block encoding of x n 1 . Let L n be the length of the nal coding of x n 1 . It is enough to establish almost-sure convergence since the rate is bounded, but a separate proof for the expected value result will be given rst as it is of independent interest. Towards this end, x a stationary, ergodic process fX i g with entropy H, x > 0, and for each n de ne k(n) to be the largest integer k such that k2 k(H+ ) n.
Our rst observation is that the dominant terms in the coding rate R(n) = L k(n);n =n are the respective dictionary and index, i. e., location, rates,
In other words, L k(n);n = nR D (n) + nR I (n) + o(n) (3) This is because it takes at most 1 + log(n=k(n)) = o(n) bits to transmit the size of the dictionary, and the nal block w(m + 1) has length at most k(n) log n=(H + ), hence it can be encoded using o(n) bits.
Our second observation is that there is an N 0 such that n k2 k(H+2 ) ; n N 0 ; k = k(n):
Indeed, since k(n) ! 1 as n ! 1, (4) will hold as soon as n is large enough to insure that (k + 1)2 H+ k2 k , for k = k(n). A simple consequence of the inequality (4) is the index-rate bound, R I (n) H + 2 ; n N 0 :
This follows immediately from the fact that the k-block dictionary can never have more than n=k members, hence, in particular, jD k j n=k 2 k(H+2 ) , provided n N 0 and k = k(n), so that taking the logarithm and dividing by k produces (5) . The key to our expected value result is a simple bound on expected dictionary size, namely, for any set B A k , EjD k j jBj + n k P(B c ): 
which, since jD k j jBj + jD k ? Bj, implies the bound (6).
An application of the entropy theorem, that is, the asymptotic equipartition property, now yields the desired result for it provides for each k a set T k A k of cardinality at most 2 k(H+ =2) such that P((T k ) c ) ! 0, as k ! 1. Using the inequality EjD k j jBj + n k P(B c ) with B = T k and k = k(n) produces E(R D (n)) = k n E jD k j log jAj = log jAj k n E(jD k j) ! log jAj k n jT k j + P((T k ) c ) log jAj 2 ?k(H+ ) 2 k(H+ =2) + P((T k ) c ) log jAj 2 ?k =2 + P((T k ) c ) : (8) The latter goes to 0 as n ! 1 since k = k(n) must also go to in nity. This fact, together with the index-rate bound (5) and the dominant term bound (3), implies that lim sup n!1 L k(n);n n H + 2 : This, together with the total code length bound, (1) , and the arbitrariness of , then establishes the expected value form of Theorem 1.
To establish the almost-sure result it is enough to show that for k = k(n) the dictionary rate R D (n) ! 0; almost surely, since the index-rate bound (5), the dominant term bound (3), and the total length bound (1) do not depend on x n 1 . Almost-sure asymptotic negligibility of the dictionary rate follows from the fact that an asymptotic equipartition property holds eventually 6 almost surely for the empirical distribution of k-blocks in n-blocks, so long as n 2 kH , and k ! 1; a result established by Ornstein and Weiss, 10].
Their Lemma 1 immediately implies the following.
Lemma 1
If fX n g is a stationary, ergodic process with entropy H and > 0, then for each k there is a set T k A k for which jT k j 2 k(H+ =2) , such that
Since each member of D k belongs to T k or its complement, the lemma implies that jD k (x n 1 )j jT k j + n k (n; x n 1 ); k = k(n); (9) where, almost surely, (n; x n 1 ) ! 0 as n ! 1. The argument used to establish the expectation bound (8) can then be applied to produce the bound R D (n) log jAj 2 ?k =2 + (n; x n 3 Proof of the lossy theorem.
We assume that d(x; y) is a given distortion measure on the ( nite) source alphabet A and, for each k, de codebook C k is determined, that is, a set of least cardinality among all sets whose -blowup contains the dictionary D k . The k-block coding of x n 1 is the concatenation I , whose factors are determined as follows. The rst factor is a binary encoding of the size of jC k j using dlog(n=k)e bits. The second factor is the binary encoding of a listing of the members of C k obtained by replacing D k by C k in the dictionary encoding formula (2) . The third factor is de ned as follows. Each k-block in the source is encoded by a binary representation of the location of the rst word in C k that is within of it; the factor I is then the concatenation of these encodings of the m successive k-blocks of x n 1 . Finally, the fourth factor is a binary representation of the nal word w(m + 1). The encoding of x n 1 described in the preceding paragraph will be called the k-block encoding at distortion of x n 1 . Let L k;n be the length of this encoding, that is, the length of I . As in the lossless case, our nal code selects the least integer k n for which L k ;n = min k n L k;n transmits the value of k using dlog ne bits, then transmits the k -block encoding at distortion of x n 1 . Let L n ( ) be the length of this nal coding of x n 1 . 8
Fix a stationary, ergodic process fX i g, let be a positive number, and let R = R( ), where R( ) is the rate distortion function of the process. Fix > 0, and for each n de ne k(n) to be the largest integer k such that k2 k(R+ ) n. As before, the dominant terms in the rate L k(n);n =n of the k-code are the codebook and index rates, de ned, respectively, by
Furthermore, there is an N 0 such that n k2 k(R+2 ) ; for n N 0 and k = k(n). This, in turn, implies that R I (n) R + 2 ; for n N 0 .
To establish the expected value result it remains to show that the expected codebook rate goes to 0. For this we need the following analogue of (6), EjC k j jBj + n k P( B] c ); B A k : (10) To prove this, put J k = B (D k ? B] ) and note that the -blowup of J k includes D k . Since C k is the smallest such set it follows that jC k j jJ k j = jBj + jD k ? B] j:
The complement bound (7) shows that EjD k ? B] j n k P( B] c ); which implies (10) .
The lossy source coding theorem, see 4, Section 9.8], provides for each k a set U k A k of cardinality at most 2 k(R+ =2) such that P( U k ] ) ! 0, as k ! 1. As in the proof (8) of asymptotic negligibility of the dictionary rate, an application of the codebook bound (10) with B = U k ; k = k(n); shows that E(R C (n)) is also asymptotically negligible, which completes the proof of the expected value from of Theorem 2.
For the almost-sure lossy result we note that Lemma 2(ii) in 9], implies the following.
Lemma 2 9
If fX n g is a stationary, ergodic process with rate-distortion function R( ), R = R( ) and > 0, then for each k there is a set U k A k for which jU k j 2 k(R+ =2) , such that With this lemma used in place of Lemma 1 the lossless argument yields the almost-sure lossy result.
Remark 4
Lemma 2(ii) in 9] was established only for the usual Hamming distortion, but that proof is easily extended to the case of a general per-symbol distortion measure. We also note, for what it is worth, that by adding a header to specify alphabet size and to describe the distortion measure and the value of our code is actually completely universal in the sense that coding rate converges to R( ) for any ( nite) source alphabet, any per-symbol distortion measure, and any distortion . This is because a single-letter distortion measure d(x; y) has at most at most a nite number of values, hence it can be supposed these values are rational numbers.
